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Abstract. A model Hamiltonian describing the charge fluctuations in the
Cu — O subsystem of the new high-Tc superconductors is discussed and
used in a strong-coupling calculation of hole pairing. The resulting Tc

has the form of a Bose-condensation temperature, which suggests that the
holes form real-space Schafroth pairs instead of Cooper pairs. This
conclusion is substantiated by the existence at Tc of a finite coherence length,
which is obtained by identifying an appropriate correlation function. However,

no indication of pairing beyond Tc is seen in the thermodynamic

potential, and the gap is found to vanish as (Tc — T)

1 - Introduction
One of the key features of the new high-Tc superconductors are the fluctuating

valences on the copper and oxygen sites which result from doping by metal impurities or
by oxygen. More explicitly, in the undoped "groundstate" the Cu — O subsystem forms
regular square lattices of Cu ions in the a — b planes with O ~ located midway between
nearest neighbour Cu-sites. Doping then introduces holes which nominally form Cu -
ions. However, these holes may move to the neighbouring O-ions according to one of the

Cu3+02- -> Cu2+0~ (1)
two reactions

Cu3+02-Cu3+ - Cu2+0°Cu2+. (2)

The questions whether Cu is present and if not, which of the two reactions (1)

or (2) actually takes place, are experimentally still not decided An important empirical
fact in favour of the formation of neutral oxygen, that is of reaction (2), is the instability
against loss of oxygen, well known in the quaternary new superconductors La2_xMxCuOi
and YBa2Cu306 x but apparently not found in the more recent quinary compounds.

While many theoretical papers based on reaction (1), so-called "super-exchange"
models, have recently been published ' ' the similar reaction (2) has met with less

interest ' In this paper the interaction mechanism resulting from reaction (2) will be
discussed in Section 2. The details of the strong coupling calculation leading to superconductivity,

which were summarized in ref.8, are presented in Section 3 and 4 while in Section
5 the finer features of pair correlation, thermodynamics and gap near Tc are analysed,
further details being discussed in the Appendix. For a short review of the experimental and
theoretical situation see Ref.9.
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The purpose of this paper is not only to propose a possible mechanism explaining

the high-Tc phenomenon but also to show that in the extreme strong-coupling limit
the model discussed here yields a transition temperature Tc of the form found in Bose

condensation, that is, not bounded by the exponential with negative argument typical of
weak-coupling theories. Because of this feature the model is of intrinsic interest, particularly

in relation with the question of a continuous transition, as function of the coupling
constant between weakly coupled Cooper pairs, for which pairing and condensation
is simultanous, and strongly bound Schafroth pairs which exist as bosons before they
condense

In order to see more clearly the difference between the two pairing mechanisms,
a pair correlation function is defined in Section 5 by identifying appropriate diagrams.
With this object, a general definition of a coherence length £ is attempted as function
both, of temperature and of coupling strength. The fact that f is found to be finite at Tc
sheds some light on the mentioned formal similarity of Tc with the temperature of Bose

condensation, although no trace of this behaviour is found in the thermodynamic potential,
and the gap vanishes as (Tc — T) '

2 - Charged Local Boson Exchange Model
Reaction (2) moves two holes with opposite spin from nearest-neighbour copper

sites i, j to the same oxygen site situated half-way in between (see Fig.2 of Ref.12), which
is legitimate since the cost in Hund's rule energy is compensated by Jahn-Teller distortion
energy In this model the two holes on the O-site also have opposite spin; moreover,
these holes are approximated by a doubly charged local boson. Taking the direction i-j
along the x-axis and writing the creation operators of the holes at i and j as Fourier series,
this leads to an interaction Hamiltonian

j; fV a+a+ be^'+W2 + h.c, (3)

where Or is the creation operator of a band hole with spin a, b is the annihilation operator
of the doubly charged boson on the O-site and d the nearest-neighbour copper distance.
The coupling constant W may be expressed in terms of an extended Hubbard model for
the Cu — O subsystem

In principle, the interaction (3) should be used to calculate the self-energy in
a strong-coupling procedure; this calculation is sketched in the Appendix. The important
point is that, since superconductivity is a condensation into the zero-momentum state,
only the zero-momentum projection of Eq.(3),

ir» ir£«+.+ïl»+A.c, (4)
a

is of direct physical relevance. Therefore, the Hamiltonian considered here is

H Y/e"aLak« + n„b+b + Hl, (5)

k,a
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Fig.l: The vertices of interaction (4).

where ek and Q0 are, respectively, the unperturbed electron and boson energies measured
from the Fermi level, the filled portion of the band being —eF < ek < 0.

The interaction (4) is represented by the vertices of Fig.l where oriented single
and double lines stand, respectively, for the hole and the charged boson propagators. With
this coupling, an effective nearest-neighbour hole-hole interaction

H'h-h w E 4T «V(&)«=o+ h-c- (6)

may be constructed. Making use of linear response theory

6(b)t if df([H'(f~t),b])hosone^, (7)
J—oo

where H~'(t) is the interaction representation and e 0 Evaluation of Eq.(7) and insertion

into (6) leads to '

H'h ,=lwn2Vi 1
+

1 jataA a z,,az,,. (8)

k,k'

This expression shows that only for fi0 > 0 the effective interaction is purely attractive
and, therefore, only then superconductivity is guaranteed. In a similar way we may also
construct an effective nearest-neighbour boson hopping term from the original interaction
(3) (see Appendix) which then may allow Bose condensation to occur. This is another
possible explanation of high-Tc superconductivity which, however, is distinct from the
holon condensation discussed in the literature

3 - Gap Equation and Renormalization Condition
We first calculate the self-energy due to the interaction (4), making use of the

Nambu representation and of the Matsubara formalism The Nambu-form of Eq.(4) is

H' J2^+[WP+b+W*P_b+}^% (9)
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Fig.2: The self-energy matrix of Eqs.(20),(21).

where

-H
We also define the matrices

'-(:.)• (u)

P± \(T1±iT,);Q± 1-(l±r,), (11)

where t^t^^ are the Pauli matrices.
The self-energy is obtained by calculating the hole propagator matrix

g(k;r) _(T{*E(-»r) 0 *+(0)}>, (12)

where T is the time-ordering operator. To second order in H one finds

g(k-,T)-g°(k;r)= f dr' f dYg°(k;r')
Jo Jo

x {snorm(fc; r' - r") + Sanom(r', r")} g°(k; r"), (13)

where the upper index o designates the free propagator and

^normihr) ~\W\2 {v(r)P+g(k;r)P_ + V(-r)P_g(k;r)P+} (14)

Zanom(T,T') IW\2 £ /"dr" [v(r - Y)P+Tr[P_g(k;0)]
fc ^

+X»(t" - r)P_Tr[P+e(fc;0)]} «(t - t'). (15)

Here

V(r) -(T{6(-ir)6+(0)}) (16)

is the charged local boson propagator. Snorm and Sonom constitute respectively the diagonal

and off-diagonal elements of the self-energy matrix, as shown in Fig.2.
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Fourier transformation of Eq.(13) according to the identity

4>(iv±) j dr<j>(r)e^Y (17)
Jo

where v± (4n — 1 ± l)it/2ß are bosonic/fermionic Matsubara frequencies, yields

g(k; iv) - g°(k; iv) g(k; v) {Ènorm(k; iv) + tanom(iv)) g°(k; v), (18)

where we have generalized the formula by replacing one of the free hole propagators to
the right by a renormalized one. In this equation the Fourier-transformed self-energies are
denned as

V.S™)Ky /T1 / dr dT'eivTY,.YT,T')e-iv'T' (19)
Jo Jo

and are found to be

Kormik;i») -/r1 \w\2 Y,i>(^+) {p+ê(k;™ - i"+)p- + P-G&iv + ™+)p+ } (20)

and

Knom ß-1 \W\2V(0) £E {P+Tr[Pj(k; iv_)] + P-Tr[P+Ö(k; iv_)}} • (21)
fc "-

Writing now

g(k;iv) a+P++a_P_+-/+Q+ + 'y_Q_ (22)

and
g-^hiv) A+P+ + A_P_ + Z+Q+ + Z_Q_ (23)

where P± and Q± are defined in Eq.(ll), the relations

K ' 7± K«± ^;7± -^ (24)

hold with
K A+A_ - Z+Z_. (25)

Making use of Eqs.(10),(12) and (22) one easily finds for the free hole propagator (upper
index o)

and with Eqs.(24),(25)
A°± 0;Zl ivTeh. (27)
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Multiplying Eq.(18) from the left by Ç~ and from the right by (Q°)~ (inserting
the self-energies from Eqs.(20),(21) and the expressions (22) and (23) one obtains an
equation in which both sides are expressed in terms of the matrices P± and Q±. Making
use of the algebra of these matrices defined in Eq.(ll) and of relation (24), comparison of
the coefficients of these matrices finally yields four equations, namely the gap equations

A±(k;iv) -r'^oiEE^"1 (28)
D u_ ¦KVfc iw-)

and the renormalization conditions

Z±(k;iv) - Z°±(k;iv) -ß-'\W\2YW^*lziV*iV+]-
7+ K(k;iv=Fiv+)

(29)

These are Eqs.(5) and (6) of Ref.8 where, however, the obvious solution

A±(fc; iv) A const. (30)

of Eqs.(28) had been inserted. Note also that our definitions (12) and (16) of the propagators

have the opposite sign of those used in Ref.8.

4 - Solutions of Gap and Renormalization Equations
In the approximation of an unrenormalized charged local boson propagator (16),

W ST^P (31)
IV — il0

and with Eq.(30) the gap equation (28) becomes

A"1 Y, H*k) /+" deN(e)F(e), (32)
fc

where N(e) is the density of states and the integral extends over the whole band (which
is assumed to be half filled),

F(ek) ß-iYK^^iv-) (33)
V-

and
\wf

(34)

In weak-coupling approximation, A <C eF, the solution of Eqs.(29),(32) is
obtained with the values (27),(30) so that, according to the definition (25),

Kweak=E2 + v2;E2 el + A2. (35)
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The renormalization conditions then are fulfilled to zeroth order in W while Eq.(33) takes
the form

^eafcK) 5E-ktanh^T' (36)

which is obtained by the usual contour integration around the imaginary frequency axis
and deformation of this path around the poles at ±Ek. Note that with (36) the gap
equation (32) requires A to be positive or fi0 > 0, in agreement with the comment after

Eq.(8). The zero-temperature gap now becomes

A.^^e-'W», (37)

where N(0) is the density of states at the Fermi level.
We now analyse Eq.(29) in the strong-coupling limit A ^> eF. Inserting the

boson propagator (31) and replacing the bosonic summation variable v+ by the fermionic
one, v_ v =F v+, the renormalization coefficients

r± Z± - Z°± (38)

satisfy the conditions

r±(k;iv) ±/rW V 1

- Z±{%YÌV-]
±V ' ' ' ^iv_-iv±Ü0 K(k;iv_)

T]W\2±fdzf(z) 1 - Z±&X\ (39)1 2wiJr M >z-iv±no K(k;z)
y '

where T surrounds the imaginary z-axis in the positive sense and /(e) (e +1)_ is the
Fermi distribution function.

Inserting (27),(38) into Eq.(25) one finds the expression

-K z2 + (r+ + r_)z - E2k + ek(r+ - r_) + r+r_

[z-C+(k;z)][z-C_(k;z)], (40)

where the second equality defines the zeros of the denominator K formally as

Ì+=t+(k;Ì+); t_ C-&U (41)

and where it is understood that these zeros may be multiple. With this notation,
deformation of the path T in Eq.(39) formally yields

r±(*; iv) ±\W\2 > [iU ^üoTek+ r±(k; iv T ü0)]n(Tno)

[*" T no - (+(k; iv =F nj][u> T no - C(k; iv T «„)]
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V [J± T *k + r±,+]f(J+) K- ï *fc + r±,_]/(U A I ,,„,^ VK+ - »v ± n0M+ -1?+)] K- - ^ ± n„]K_ - u+]>/ J
" l J

Here n(u>) —f(iv_ -f u>) is the Bose distribution function, the sum runs over all zeros

fi, and jj± C=f:(k;t±), r±i± s r±(fc; 4).
Since large Matsubara frequencies t>_ are essential for the convergence of the

sum in the gap equation (32), Eq.(42) must first be solved asymptotically for ß\v\ >¦ 1.

One finds with Eq.(40)

r± r±(k-iv) 0(v~1) ;K K(k;iv) v2 + O(v0). (43)

Even with these estimates Eq.(42) is not of much use, except in the extreme strong-coupling
limit where ßcQ0 <Cl,ft Tc being the transition temperature. In this case the first
term in the outer bracket of Eq.(42) dominates and \v\ > itß~l > fì0. Hence, for T ~ Tc,
ii0 may be neglected and Eq.(42) becomes

Z±-Z°±^ß-iA?±, (44)

where Eqs.(27),(33),(38) and (40) have been used. Solving for Z± and inserting into
Eq.(25) this yields a cubic equation for K,

(K - A2)(K - D2)2 - (v2 + e2)K2 0, (45)

where

D2=ß~1A. (46)

Near Tc where A ~ 0, the solution of Eq.(45) with the asymptotic behaviour (43) then is

(47)K0^\(y/v>+el + y/v* + el+4D^

An extension of this formula to second order in A is given in the Appendix.
Insertion of the expression (47) into the function (33) yields, after transforming

the Matsubara sum into the contour integral over the path T,

Fo(ek) -X-: / Ti' (48)

Midtiplying numerator and denominator by (\A| — z2 — \/4D2 + e| — z2)2, Eq.(48)
becomes

^) -4^//z/W
x (2D2 + e2 - z2 + yfi - elyfz* - 4D* - e\) (49)
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Fig.3: Cuts and integration path C in Eq.(50).

Here the sign of the square-root term is determined by the cuts which are
chosen as indicated in Fig.3. Convergence of the integral in Eq.(49) being guaranteed by
the asymptotic form (43) of K, the contour T may be deformed into the path C encircling
these cuts in the negative sense, as shown in Fig.3. It is then evident that only the
square-root term in Eq.(49) contributes to the integral along C so that

F0{e) -4^4/ dzf(z)y/z'-eW**-e», (50)

where e \/e2 + 4D2. A careful examination of the cuts of Fig.3 yields for the last
integral

ßx
Fo(£) ÏTT I dxYx2 - £2\/£'2 - x2 tanh -

27r£>* 7|e|
(51)

We are not interested in an exact evaluation of the integral (51) but rather
give the following estimates, valid when tanh(ßx/2) may be approximated, respectively,
by ßx/2 and by 1: 0 < F(e) < 2/trD and

F0{e)~£;ßD<l;

KW 3ttD \ßD->l (52)

Insertion of the last two expressions with ß =TC into the gap equation (32) finally yields

(53)T~Axin/2; 2c \(8n/?-s2
n > 2 ;

/3tt)2 ; n < 1

where n j N(e)de is the number of holes per unit cell. This result, which up to minor
factors is that of Ref.8, has the form of a Bose-condensation temperature for a boson mass
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proportional to A but with an n-dependence different from the well-known n ' -law.
Remarkably, Tc is not exponentially bounded for large A-values.

5 - Pair Correlation, Thermodynamics and Gap near Tc

An analogous but much simpler calculation as the one leading to Eqs.(20),(21)
yields for the boson self-energy

H(zV+) /T11wf YY,Tr (Ätö ™-)pJ&iv- - ™+)p-) > (54)

where, in view of Eqs.(11) and (22) the trace is simply ¦y+(k;iv_)l-(k;iv_ — iv+). Since

according to Eqs.(10),(12) and (22), 7_t(fc;iV) is the hole propagator of momentum rfcfc

and spin ±, H is a sum of zero-momentum singlet hole pairs as shown in Fig.4. Using
Eqs.(24),(25),(30) and (33) one finds

kt

4
Y_

-ki

Fig.4: Boson self-energy of Eq.(54).

n(0) -|W|2£(F(£fc)-A2*(£fc)), (55)
k

where

«(e^r'Ej. :• (56)
Tt K2(k;iv_)

.2 ;Now, the term A $(ek) in Eq.(55) vanishes both, at Tc and also in the weak-
coupling approximation (35) where it is easy to see by transforming the i/-sum into an
integral around the poles at ±Ek that $ 0. Therefore, in both situations examined in
this paper, n(0) is given as fc-sum of the function F(ck), so that this function may be
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interpreted as the Fourier transform of the correlation function of zero-momentum singlet
pairs,

m=YF(sk)eKi~ir)F (57)

k

(we neglect the dependence on the direction of kF). This correlation function may thus
also be considered as a generalisation of the square modulus of Cooper's ground-state wave
function Xojj", 0)

F may now be used to define the coherence length £ quite generally as

f5(f')5^. (58)* V ' ¦ fF(r)d3r
V '

Inserting Eq.(57), expressing r as (d/idk) acting on the exponential in (57) and
transferring the derivatives to F(ek) by partial summation (integration) one finds

2
E,(deJ9k)2F"(ek)S%rkF F»{0)

€ ~~
EkF(ek)6-krkF - V»lm' (59)

where vF is the Fermi velocity. Applied to the weak-coupling expression (36) this gives

eweak ^~ (i - Jfcr* (eo)
A weak V sinh^Aweofc/

which in the limit T —? 0 yields correctly £ vF/Aweak. The limit T -+ Tc, however,
becomes £ vF/YëTc instead of oo. But the cancellation of the infinity in Eq.(60) is very
subtle; it suffices in fact to modify slightly the definition (58) which, anyhow, is not well
adapted to finite temperatures.

The obvious modification is to substitute in Eq.(59) 8% g by —/ (sk), neglecting
anisotropy effects. Introducing the density of states N(e) and using a Taylor expansion
for F(e), F (e) and N(e) one obtains the modified expression

f"(o) + £r2 [fjv(o) + pF"]
t -vi 5 -, (61)F F(0) + £t2 [F"(0) + pF(0)}

K '

where p, N (0)/N(0). With this modified definition, £ is found to diverge as A~eak oc

(Tc-T)-\
The point of interest now is a comparison with the result obtained with the

strong-coupling expression (51). The derivatives needed in Eq.(61) are obtained by
observing that the integration limits in (51) do not contribute and that the integrand depends

on e in the form e — x Therefore d/de —(e/x)d/dx and one obtains

d .i^V^F^li +^ + ^ï]*"111»
-¦'-¦ (62)

4T? /* ^y^/Â^=V [l + £2>+&£ i] tanh y
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where A ßD and y ßx/2. It is easy to verify that all integrals in Eq.(62) are finite
(except for particular values of p for which the denominator vanishes). Therefore £ is finite
at Tc, indicating that the pairs are of the Schafroth-type

In view of this rather surprising result it is of interest to see how the
thermodynamic potential behaves at Tc. The contribution of the interaction (4) to the grand-
canonical potential is given, to second order, by the Hartree- and exchange-type contributions

of Fig.5,

AnH ß~1\W\2Y I dr f dr<V(r-r')Tr[g(k;0)P+]Tr[g(k';0)PY
- - Jo Jo
fc.fc

-a/?-2 Y E «-(*; »")«+(#;™) ((63)

and

AÜex -/r1!^!2 Y f dr / dT'V(T - T')Tr (S(k;r- r')P_Q(k;r' - r)P+)
k

Yw\2ß-2 yE *(iV - »fr-fà »fr+tò iv')> (64)

respectively. Comparison of Figs.4 and 5 shows that Eq.(64) may be obtained from the
boson self-energy (54) while (63) has no counterpart because the corresponding diagram
would be disconnected.

c© *C

T

Fig.5: The Hartree- and exchange-type diagrams of Eqs.(63)
and (64), respectively.

It is clear that AQ,H vanishes in the normal phase; applying Eqs. (24),(30),(32)
and (33) one finds in the superconducting phase

A"Anf —-." A
(65)
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On the other hand, the renormalization conditions (29) may be used to simplify Eq.(64),
the result being

AiU /r1EEMVr")' (66)

which vanishes in the weak couphng hmit. We are interested, however, in the strong
coupling Hmit near Tc where we may insert the approximate expression (44) and obtain

Art^jDV-EE^- (67)

* "

So far the gap equation (32) has not been used in the evaluation of Aflex so
that Eq.(67) is valid both, in the normal and the superconducting phases. In the normal
phase where K —Z+Z_ we obtain in view of definition (33)

A€l»x^-D2YPo{H\ (68)

where F0 is the zero-gap approximation (51). In the superconducting phase, use of
Eqs.(25),(32),(33) and of definition (56) allows to evaluate Eq.(67) as follows:

Anf,~-/r1 + A2D2X>(efc). (69)

Thus the total potential difference between the superconducting and normal
phases near Tc obtained from Eqs.(65),(68) and (69) is

n»-«''^^^)-/'-1-^ (j-DlE*.w)- (70)

where $0 is the function (56) obtained with K0 from Eq.(47). In close analogy with the
procedure leading to Eq.(51) one finds the expression

#.^^^Xi^f1^^-"2)^7^7-^^^1^^1111^' (7i)

for which the following estimates are found under the same conditions as those used to
derive Eqs.(52):

$o(e)~0;ßD<l;

$ (0) ~ —-— ;ßD > 1 (72)oK ' 157tD3 ,h v '
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Inserted into Eq.(70), making use of (53), this leads to

ns - nN ~ j - (A2/A) + rc(l-T/TJ;n>2;
(3A2/5A) + (TJ2)(1 - T/Tc) ;n < 1

K '

In order for the last expressions to have a definite sign, we must know the
temperature dependence of the gap A near Tc. This may be obtained from the result

(A15) derived for the denominator function K in the Appendix where t e — x has to
be used here; one finds

F(S)^F0(£) + A2F1(e) + 0(Ai) (74)

with

Fl(£) i^ï£ *^^^^(^f +^) t«* ^- («)

Estimates analogous to those made for obtaining Eqs.(52) and (72) yield

F^°)--Ì5^";/3i?>>1' (76)

where in the first expression only the second term in the development tanh(/3a;/2)
(ßx/2) - (/3V/24) + contributes. Inserting the estimates (52),(76) with (74) into the
gap equation (32) one finds

A2^<f96Tc2(l-T/Tc);n>2; m)\ 10(37r/8n)2T2(l - T/Tc) ; n < 1
K '

where use was made of Eq.(53).
Finally, inserting the last result into Eq.(73) we obtain

oSonJ -(48" - l)re(l - T/Te) ; n > 2 ;

-\-(U/2)Te(l-T/Tc);n<l. [™}

This result shows that below Tc the superconducting phase is indeed stable. However, there
is no sign of a possible persistence of the pairing to T > Tc, as could have been suspected
from the finite expression (62) for the coherence length £. Comparison of Eq.(53) with Fig.8
of Ref.10 would suggest that our coupling is still too weak to form bound pairs. However,
in Ref.10 the pair mass is constant whereas Eq.(53) suggests a pair mass proportional to
|W|- from which one might conclude that our pairs still keep together above Tc. This
conclusion is physically not unreasonable since our basic interaction (3) is a lattice model,
in which case Ref.10 is totally unreliable at and above Tc.
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Appendix
i - Self-energy due to interaction (3)

Formally, the self-energy due to interaction (3) is again given by Eqs.(20), (21),
the difference being contained in the hole propagator Ç. In a site representation, Eq.(12)
is replaced by

O.Aj) -<T$y(-tT) 9 *+-,-(0)), (Al)
where i and j are nearest-neighbour copper sites,

*„=Cï) w
and cia is the Fourier-transform of a^a in Eq.(10). The question now is, how to determine
the time dependence. In a strongly localized narrow-band situation the dominant term in
the Hamiltonian is an on-site Hubbard term

tfo ^EniTnU' (^3)
i

which was also the assumption used for the determination of the coupling constant W in
Ref.12. With this H0,

ê.v *[#„> c,vl -iVn^c^, (A4)

so that the free propagator becomes

where
1 -i- ~Ut

G?T(r) -(e-U"^c,.TcrT) -i±^;
l + e0**"»

G°n(T) -{e+Vn'cPn) - ;+e_ßu (A6)

Fourier transformation according to the identity (17) then yields

G°a(iv) -(l+l-^-Ç\(3 + e-^)-1-,s iY-,<r ±.\iv iv — crU I
(AT)

Making use of Eqs.(22)-(25) a strong-coupling formalism based on the purely repulsive
free Hamiltonian (A3) may be developed, from which it is not unreasonable to expect
superconductivity to emerge
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ii - Boson hopping term due to interaction (3)

The boson hopping term due to interaction (3) may be obtained with the
method used to derive Eq.(8) : Labelling the oxygen site of the boson operator by
an index I, we may write

BU W E h^k'+k')d/2S{atkiatkli}t=0 + h.c, (AB)

where from linear response theory

*H4,>* * f di'W -*WT4, ]>*.!..«"• (A9)
J —oo

Here H is the interaction (3) with the boson operator on a nearest-neighbour site I of /,
which is only possible if I is nearest to one of the copper sites i or j and hence, if the line
I — i or I — j is along the y-direction. Evaluation of Eq.(A9) and insertion into (A8) leads

to the hopping term

H'bb \W\2b+b, Y e«*-+»--»»-W 1

- /(£fe) ~ /(£fc,)
+ h.c, (AIO)

ek + £k'

which in the case of the interaction (4), where k —k, simplifies to

BU \W\2btb, Y 1~^eh) + h.c (All)
k

k

iii - Denominator function K to second order in A
In powers of A the solution of Eq.(45) is

tf tfo + A2|^|J + 0(A4). (A12)

Inserting K0 from Eq.(47) one obtains

2(K0 + D2)K <4 + t2(5D2 + A2) + 4D4

+(t2 + 3D2 + A2)Wt2 + 1T>2 + 0(A4), (A13)

where the abbreviation t — v + ek is used. Multiplying numerator and denominator
of Eq.(A13) by the right-hand side of this equation but with the opposite sign of the
square-root term, one arrives after some algebra at the following expression:

j__ f2 + 2D2 - tYt2 + 4J>2[1 + 2A2(t2 + 4P')'1] + Q(A4)
K ~ 2D4 - 2A2i2 + 0(A4) '

which may finally be written in the form

2D4 _,. / AY

(A14)

(r + 2D2) i +K v ' \ D*

A2t2 2A2-ty/TTw 1 + ^- + -pf^ + 0(A4). (A15)
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